1. Ross Avenue (from Cut-Off Road to Transfer Station) – Complete Reconstruction
2. Port Street (from Harbor Boat House to Port Street Pier) – Complete Reconstruction
3. Port Street Parking Lot – Complete Reconstruction
4. Pullin Street (Entire Length) – Complete Reconstruction
5. Oleander Street (from Avenue C to Avenue A) – Complete Reconstruction
6. Eskridge Road (from Howard Blvd. 130 linear feet to the South) – Complete Reconstruction
7. 9th Street (from Avenue C to Avenue E) – Complete Reconstruction
8. Alley Between 9th Street and 10th Street (from Avenue C to Avenue E) – Complete Reconstruction
9. Avenue D (only on south side of Terrace Landing Condominiums) – Complete Reconstruction
10. Whispering Sands Cul-De-Sac (Only at north end turnaround) – Complete Reconstruction
11. Channel View Drive (from North Street to UTMSI Marina) – Drainage Improvements and Miscellaneous Patching
12. Whispering Sands Drainage Improvements (from far South dead end of Whispering Sands through Signal Point Coathouse Condominiums, across Station Street and through Leslie Lane) – Drainage Improvements and Miscellaneous Patching
13. Access Road 1A (from 11th Street to On The Beach RV Park) – Miscellaneous Patching, Overlay and Complete Re-Striping
14. 11th Street (from Access Road 1A to Avenue G) – Miscellaneous Patching and Complete Re-Striping
15. Alister Street (from Avenue G to Cotter Avenue) – Miscellaneous Patching and Complete Re-Striping
16. J.C. Barr Boulevard (from Cotter Avenue all the way through Robert’s Point Park) – Miscellaneous Patching, Overlay and Complete Re-Striping
17. Cotter Avenue (from Cut-Off Road to Station Street) – Complete Re-Striping
18. Roberts Avenue (from Alister Street 150’ to the West) – Miscellaneous Patching and Overlay
19. Church Street (from Beach Street to Oaks Avenue) – Miscellaneous Patching and Overlay
20. White Avenue (from Alister Street to Station Street) – Overlay
21. Brundrett Avenue (from Alister Street to Station Street) – Overlay
22. Oaks Avenue (from Church Street to Station Street) – Overlay
23. Trojan Street (from Avenue F to Gulf Breeze RV Park) – Overlay
24. Tarrant Avenue (from North Street to bend heading South) – Overlay
25. Whispering Sands Street (from Green Lantern to dead end at far South) – Overlay
26. 9th Street (from Avenue J to Glendale Avenue) – Overlay
27. Avenue I (from Alister Street to 9th Street) – Overlay